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I. INTRODUCTION

The *Journal of Civil Law Studies*¹ (JCLS) may be deemed a bridge between Louisiana and the civil law world, while at the same time it welcomes the circulation of legal ideas and knowledge.² It is now a decade since the JCLS first appeared, and a diverse collection of contributions has been published throughout its pages. The JCLS is a peer-reviewed journal that also includes student editors who are engaged in the production process. This hybrid feature is especially
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valuable, since it makes the Journal both a forum for legal scholarship and a laboratory for the development of research and writing skills in future generations of civilians and comparatists.

This note is divided into three parts. In the first part, the note introduces readers to the origins and structure of the JCLS. In the second part, the note addresses the forum offered by the Journal and the variety of its contributions. The variety of authors, jurisdictions, and topics addressed are highlighted in this second part. In the third part, the note likewise highlights the role of the JCLS as a research and writing laboratory for law students. Sections of the Journal are mentioned as laboratories where law students can elaborate on the civil law, mainly of Louisiana. This note aims to celebrate the first decade of the JCLS and show how this journal acted as a bridge for civil law knowledge to circulate and develop between Louisiana and the rest of the civil law world.

II. ORIGINS AND STRUCTURE

The JCLS is an open-access and peer-reviewed journal that is published by the Center of Civil Law Studies (CCLS) of the Louisiana State University (LSU) Law Center. Olivier Moréteau has been director of the CCLS since 2005, and upon his arrival to Baton Rouge, he envisioned a journal for the Center, the working title being the Journal of Bijural Studies. The name of the journal-to-be was soon changed to its current form in order to highlight the interrelation with the CCLS and the comprehensive scope of the civil law.3 In the words of Moréteau, the Journal is “devoted to comparative studies, with a focus on the civil law and the common law traditions, bijuralism being what makes LSU so special and unique in the United States academic world. This Journal is intended to promote a multidisciplinary and pluralistic approach . . . .”4 The first volume of the JCLS was published in December 2008 and included

4. Id. at 1.
the papers of a civil law workshop in honor of Robert A. Pascal that revisited the distinction between persons and things.\(^5\) Volumes have been published yearly since 2008, some being spread throughout two issues.

The JCLS can be deemed a hybrid journal because it is both edited by peers and encourages the participation of law students.\(^6\) On the one hand, decisions are made by the Editor-in-Chief. In that capacity, Moréteau takes the final decision on the content of the different issues, after the peer-review process is completed by the members of the Advisory Board and/or other expert scholars. The Advisory Board is composed of comparatists from across the globe, many of them having undertaken academic visits at the CCLS. At the time of writing, the JCLS also has an Executive Editor from Argentina; two Managing Editors, one from Canada and another from the United States; a Book Review Editor from the United States; and a Special Advising Editor from Romania. It should be noted that Jennifer Lane acted for eight years first as Executive Editor and then as Managing Editor and left her mark in the gestational years of the Journal. The team pursues quality in the contributions that are placed in the pages of the JCLS and reconfirms the comparative law nature of the Journal. On the other hand, LSU law students are likewise involved in the activities of the Journal, participating in the editorial process of contributions that have been accepted for publication by the Editor-in-Chief. Students are appointed Graduate Editors, and the first volume benefited from the work of LL.M. students from across the globe who pursued their degrees at the LSU Law Center. Later, in the volumes that followed, J.D. students from the LSU Law Center were also invited to join as Graduate Editors. This characteristic relates to the legal education efforts of the CCLS, and


\(^6\) On hybrid journals, see generally Agustín Parise, Las revistas jurídicas en el ámbito universitario: foros de expresión y laboratorios de escritura, 15 ACADEMIA: REV. SOBRE ENSEÑANZA DEL DERECHO 123 (2010).
some students may act in that capacity for more than one volume. Students who participate in more than one volume are Senior Graduate Editors, while students who serve only once are Junior Graduate Editors. The JCLS is based in Louisiana, though its content emerges from across the globe. The Journal is, therefore, of special interest for law students who want to start to develop research and writing skills, since students are able to engage with the legal narrative beyond the United States, being exposed to the ideas and experiences that tie Louisiana with its civil law sister jurisdictions. The role of Graduate Editors may ignite in students an interest in the civil law both from Louisiana and abroad. Law journals, after all, play a fundamental role in the formation of practitioners and scholars and promote the development of law as a science.\footnote{Id.}

The JCLS welcomes distinct types of contributions that aim to showcase different aspects of the civil law, again, both from Louisiana and beyond. A volume of the JCLS typically includes contributions by scholars and by students. Articles, notes, and book reviews are the fora where scholars present their contributions. Articles address substantive legal scholarship and fall within different areas of private law; while notes generally study recent developments that might take place in doctrine, jurisprudence, or legislation. Book reviews offer readers critical analyses on legal literature from across the civil law world. Essays are one of the fora where students present their contributions and offer an early opportunity to develop academic writing skills in substantive areas of private law. The JCLS has innovated legal scholarship by means of four sections: (i) \textit{Civil Law in the World} includes reports from different civil law jurisdictions, where scholars relate relevant events or changes in the law of their home jurisdictions. (ii) \textit{Civil Law in Louisiana} invites students to critically comment on developments in the decisions of Louisiana courts. Students write their contributions under the supervision of LSU faculty members; and, again, the educational aspect of the
JCLS is reinforced with this practice. Volumes may also include (iii) Translations, such as that of the Louisiana Civil Code into French undertaken by the CCLS, as well as (iv) Rediscovered Treasures of Louisiana Law, in which reprints of seminal Louisiana works are published with introductions by scholars. Finally, some volumes include the proceedings of workshops and conferences. All these sections secure a space for the discussion and dissemination of the civil law narrative in the English language.

III. ENRICHING HABITAT

As a hybrid journal, the JCLS offers both a forum for legal scholarship and a laboratory to develop academic research and writing skills. Three types of law journals exist in the United States: peer reviewed, student edited, and hybrid. The first two types of journals are the most popular in the United States. First, the peer-reviewed journals, that are valued by students, scholars, and practitioners alike, publish only work that has been reviewed by experts. Scholars administer these journals and select their content. Second, the student-edited journals, that are also valued by all members of the legal discourse and are the most abundant in the United States, publish scholarship without utilizing the peer-review process. Law students administer these journals and select their content. Third, the hybrid journals offer a combination of the first two types. This third type is characterized by the interaction of scholars and students. The JCLS submits scholarly contributions to a double, blind-peer-review process that is led by its Editor-in-Chief. In addition, the Journal encourages law students to bring forward suggestions on both the substance and form of the potential contributions with which they are involved, while it also invites law students to submit essays. Those submissions—many times written in consultation with faculty members—are subject to peer review. Hybrid journals may, therefore,
offer solutions to some of the criticism made to student-edited journals and seem to provide the best of both worlds.

A. Forum

The JCLS is a forum that aims to showcase civil law scholarship from Louisiana and beyond: an approach that has been defended since the very first volume. The paragraphs that follow are not intended to serve as an exhaustive index of the JCLS; they aim only to place scholarly contributions within clusters.

Articles attest to the broad spectrum of the Journal. The JCLS offers a venue to a number of articles that are the results of the proceedings of academic meetings. Edited by Moréteau and John Randall Trahan, volume 1 (2008) presented the contributions to the first series of the CCLS Civil Law Workshop, which was held in 2006-2007 and addressed the fundamental distinction between persons and things. Volume 3 (2010) included the contributions presented during the second series of the Civil Law Workshop, which was named in honor of the late Saúl Litvinoff, who, as director of the CCLS, had explored the civil law and common law divide. The second series was held in 2009-2010, was again edited by Moréteau, though that time together with Ronald J. Scalise, Jr., and discussed the cross influences, contamination, and permeability between those two systems. Volume 4 (2011) presented articles that focused on the legal and normative traditions of the Mediterranean and that
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were presented in Malta in 2010 as the fruit of the efforts of the interdiscipli

dary group *Juris Diversitas*. Volume 8 (2015) shared with readers the output of a conference which took place in Nantes in 2013 and considered international approaches to recognized unions. Finally, volume 9 (2016) included articles presented at the time of completing the Louisiana Civil Code Translation Project, which took place at the CCLS in 2014. The JCLS, therefore, clearly serves as a forum for civil law scholarship that derives from academic discussion and debate.

Articles naturally extend beyond conference proceedings, and these contributions can be placed within different topical groups. For example, a number of articles have dealt with foundational aspects of law, such as legal culture, legal language, legal systems, and the transformation and interpretation of the law. Core aspects of private law have likewise been examined in the


JCLS (i.e., the principle of good faith;19 the law of persons,20 property,21 and torts;22 and the role of notaries23). Other articles have focused on the law of Louisiana either exclusively or vis-à-vis the law of other civil law jurisdictions.24 Contributions have addressed two seminal topics when dealing with Louisiana: legal history25 and codification.26 Studies on the mixed character of jurisdictions have likewise been included in the pages of the JCLS.27 The JCLS also welcomes comparative law scholarship, as it is one of the tenets of the mission of the CCLS. For example, United States law has been

24. See, for example, Andrea Borroni & Charles Tabor, Caveat Emptor’s Current Role in Louisiana and Islamic Law: Worlds Apart yet Surprisingly Close, 2 J. CIV. L. STUD. 61 (2009).
compared with the law of France,²⁸ South Africa,²⁹ and Argentina.³⁰ Latin America, an important cradle for civil law developments, was explored in the pages of the JCLS with studies discussing the law of Brazil.³¹ Other foreign perspectives have also been present, i.e., those of China,³² Spain,³³ and Tunisia.³⁴

Notes offer a diversity of legal perspectives. Thus, foundational aspects of law³⁵ and legal history³⁶ are tackled in the pages of the JCLS, while the accessibility of civil law sources in Louisiana³⁷ is explored as well. After all, Louisiana needs bridges with other civil


law jurisdictions. In prior volumes, notes have examined two fundamental pillars of the civil law: property and obligations.

Reports on the developments that take place in a number of civil law jurisdictions have been part of the content of the JCLS since volume 6 (2013). Accordingly, Civil Law in the World has devoted attention to notable changes in the law of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Québec, Russia, South Africa, Spain, and Switzerland. These reports may be deemed useful, since they assist in placing Louisiana within the context of other civil law jurisdictions, hence providing a better understanding of the challenges and changes that

44. Olivier Moréteau, French Tort Law in the Light of European Harmonization, 6 J. CIV. L. STUD. 759 (2013).
other legal systems might encounter. Moreover, these reports serve as bridges between Louisiana and civil and common law jurisdictions.

The translation efforts of the CCLS increase the exchange of civilian knowledge. The Louisiana Civil Code has been translated into French with the support of a three-year grant entitled “Training Multilingual Jurists” (2012-2015) from the Partner University Fund supporting transatlantic partnerships around research and higher education. This effort helps promote and make accessible the civil law of the Southern state to French-speaking civil law jurisdictions. The project was presented in volume 5 (2012), and parts of the translation were reproduced in installments in subsequent volumes: Preliminary Title; Book II; and Book III, titles 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 15, and 16. The segmented reproduction aimed to share the translators’ work with the legal community, thereby disseminating the output of the team in a timely manner. The complete translation is currently available in open access and was recently published as a book.

55. Moréteau, supra note 53.
58. Louisiana Civil Code, supra note 56.
Book reviews point readers to civil law literature both from Louisiana and beyond. Louisiana literature merits attention, since it is one of the main bridges for transferring knowledge on the law of the state. Legal historical works have been reviewed, while civil law dictionaries and treatises were likewise noted. Mixed-jurisdiction literature has also been reviewed, thus helping to contextualize better the legal culture of Louisiana. Literature on codification, a characteristic of Louisiana law, was also reviewed in the pages of the JCLS. Finally, it is worth mentioning that methodological and substantive aspects of comparative law find a place in the reviews section of the JCLS, since comparative law literature is another important link between Louisiana and the civil law world.

Louisiana has a rich legal history that is a product of its social history. The unique heritage of Louisiana resulted in the development of unique legal literature within the United States. The JCLS devotes pages to enhance awareness of that uniqueness. Consequently, the section Rediscovered Treasures of Louisiana Law reproduced a history of the laws of Louisiana and of the civil law by Thomas J. Semmes, depicting the understanding of the civil law in

the Southern state during the second half of the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{70} Further, the JCLS has served as a forum to generate awareness of a translation of the Spanish \textit{Siete Partidas} undertaken in Louisiana by Louis Moreau-Lislet and Henry Carleton\textsuperscript{71} during the first half of that same century. The translation is of value because it serves as a way to preserve the civil law in the Bayou State.

\textit{B. Laboratory}

The JCLS, being part of the CCLS, has as one of its aims to ignite in students a “scholarly interest in the civil law and an awareness of the breadth of legal materials that can be brought to bear upon issues of code interpretation.”\textsuperscript{72} For this reason, LSU law students are involved in the activities of the JCLS and in their capacity as Graduate Editors undertake both substantive and formal contributions, thereby developing their research and academic writing skills. Again, as in the previous section, the paragraphs that follow are not intended to serve as an exhaustive index of the JCLS.

Law students make substantive contributions by means of essays and submissions to the \textit{Civil Law in Louisiana} section. Essays offer an opportunity for students to take their first steps in academic legal writing. Usually under the supervision of an LSU faculty member, students elaborate on different topics of the civil law. All but one author has written from a Louisiana perspective, typically comparing their home jurisdiction with other civil law jurisdictions or with
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other states of the Union. Essays have dealt with the law of tort,\textsuperscript{73} civil rights,\textsuperscript{74} the interplay of code and constitution,\textsuperscript{75} and marriage.\textsuperscript{76} The sole non-Louisiana-centric essay dealt with European Union law and the labor law applicable to same-sex partnerships.\textsuperscript{77} That essay aimed to bring awareness to the approach to non-discrimination practices in the European Union. The JCLS, therefore, aims to be a laboratory where future scholars can acquire necessary skills for legal research, analysis, and writing.

Contributions to the \textit{Civil Law in Louisiana} section critically comment on developments in the decisions of Louisiana courts. These communications deal with a number of core civil law issues. The law of persons is an important pillar of the civil law, and this section accordingly has addressed a number of decisions that have shaped that pillar. Law students have contributed their voices to an array of matters: paternity,\textsuperscript{78} intrafamily adoption and same-sex

\begin{flushright}


marriage, child custody, relocation of the minor child, interim spousal support, and partition of community property. Another important pillar is the law of obligations, and naturally it occupies a paramount place within this section. Contract law has been addressed in this section with contributions on consent, lesion, contract of sale, and mineral leases. Donations likewise finds a place in Civil Law in Louisiana. The law of tort in broad terms has

been explored in multiple submissions, often in relation to other areas of law. Yet another important pillar of the civil law is grounded in the law of property, and law students there have focused on trespass to chattels,90 the public records doctrine,91 confusion in predial servitudes,92 and acquisitive prescription and possession of immovables.93 This section is instrumental in offering readers information on the most salient decisions that impact the civil law of the State of Louisiana.

Law students make formal contributions by means of participating in the editorial process of submissions that have been accepted for publication by the Editor-in-Chief after the peer-review process is completed. Graduate Editors assist with the technical aspects of contributions, as is the case in student-edited journals: review of the text’s format and footnotes and revision of style and language. Furthermore, Graduate Editors also check the accuracy of citations both in form and substance. Since many contributions refer to foreign primary and secondary sources, Graduate Editors gain skills in the narrative and legal terminology of other civil law jurisdictions, a training few United States law students acquire during their legal studies. Louisiana scholars indeed need to be trained in that “language” if local law aims to preserve a dialogue with the rest of the civil law world.

IV. CLOSING REMARKS

The JCLS has offered for already a decade both a forum for legal scholarship and a laboratory to develop research and academic writing skills. These two characteristics make the journal one of the few hybrid experiences in the United States legal community. This experience tends to quality of output and at the same time formation of necessary skills in future civilians and comparatists. This note first introduced readers to the origins and structure of the JCLS. The note then addressed the forum offered by the Journal and the diversity of its scholarly contributions that result from peer review. Finally, the note highlighted the role of the JCLS as a research and writing laboratory for law students.

The JCLS devotes efforts to act as a bridge for civil law knowledge to circulate between and develop in Louisiana and the rest of the civil law world. Isolation would be detrimental to the development of the civil law in Louisiana by producing intellectual inbreeding and thus threatening the survival of Louisiana’s civil law. Engaging in a dialogue with other civil law jurisdictions will secure the survival of the civil law in the Bayou State. Moreover, scholars both of civil law and of common law systems may look to Louisiana for civil law terminology in English and for experiences in a civil law island that is partially surrounded by a sea of common law.94 It must be acknowledged that Louisiana civil law scholars have important expertise, and the more-than-two-hundred-year-old tradition of English-language civil law codification in Louisiana should be valued.95 As a corollary, building bridges may be a means to secure


a prosperous development of the civil law in Louisiana and beyond. That is the mission of the Journal of Civil Law Studies.